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PWR‐Reactor
QUENCH‐Facility
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1. Cladding starts ballooning at T~700°C, burst occurs in about
60s, thus relieving the inner pressure.
2. Steam penetrates through the burst opening, getting in
contact with fresh zirconium. Gap between pellets and
cladding limits the steam propagation.
3. Oxidation of inner cladding surface with hydrogen release
4. Absorption of hydrogen by cladding at the margin of inner
oxidised region: bands.
5. Local embrittlement of cladding near to burst opening.
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Neutron Imaging - QUENCH-LOCA rods
Neutron radiography and tomography investigations were 
performed at:
L/d scintillator
ICON (PSI) 340 20 µm Gadox
CONRAD (BENSC) 300 10 µm Gadox
ANTARES (TU Munich) 600 100 µm LiF
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QL ‐1 : Rod #04













distance to the middle of the burst, mm
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Secondary hydriding: hydrogen bands around burst 
max. ~ 2500 wppm hydrogen concentration















































rod #3; tburst=119 s; Tburst=820°C; Aburst=40 mm2 rod #8; tburst=122 s; Tburst=820°C; Aburst=60 mm2
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Prospects and future work
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Summary
Two out‐of‐pile bundle tests, QUENCH‐L0 and QUENCH‐L1, with the same
bundle geometry and the same cladding material (Zircaloy‐4) were
performed under LOCA conditions to investigate the phenomenon of the
















Hydrogen enrichments are formed if the temperature exceeds 1250 K
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